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1. Introduction

My object is to speak about theoretical ap

proaches to multiple production processes. The 

variety of the approaches enforces me to start 

with some classification, this classification 

being, of course, rather relative.

A large number of models proceeds from the 

notion about common excited system produced by 

colliding hadrons. This class of models, inclu

ding hydrodynamical, statistical, thermodynamic al 

and statistical bootstrap models will be referred 

to hereafter as H (hydrodynamics) models.

Sonetimes the production process is conjec

tured as due to excitement and decay of two colli

ding particles, that is two systems are assumed 

to be formed, originating from two initial had

rons. The fragmentation, Ьгашяstrahlung and ine

lastic diffraction models axe pertained to this 

F (fragmentation) group.

The largest group of models describee the 

multiple production process ae a result of for

mation of many excited centers. The typical exam

ple is the multiperipheral model (so this group 

is referred to as M  group), which is connected 

closely with inclusive Regge approach, part on 

description, independent cluster production model 

and uncorrelated jet models. An eikonal prescrip

tion is used widely to take into account rescat

tering effects.

An interesting direction is given by the pa

pers where attempt ie made to interrelate the 

mechanism of multiple production with internal 

structure of particles, that is with their cons

tituents (C-group)-quarks, gluons,etc.

Besides the models there are phenomenologi

cal (P group) attempts to connect different fea

tures of multiple production.

Experimental data indicate the existence of 

leading and pionization particles thus giving an



evidence for applications of different models.

The idea of fragmentation can bo applied 

to leading pai'ticles. Such particles арреяг m  

peripheral blocks of siultiperipheral diagrams and 

they are viewed as being formed by quarks which 

fly through in constituent picture.

At the same time one can attempt to use 

statistical approach to the particles in pioni- 

zation region (to the whole eet of these partic

les or to some subunits which can be produced Ъу 

multiperipheral or some other mechanism). So as 

a rule Qne deals with many-component description 

of multiple production processes.

There is some periodicity in the development 

of the theory of multiple production. Approxima

tely once a decade ideas appear influencing con

siderably the direction of research.

In 1950 Fermi's paper pushed forward the 

statistical approach which was later developed 

by Landau as a hydrodynamical theory. In 1960 

peripheral diagrams became very popular giving 

rise to multiperipheral theory. In 1970 the new 

development to this approach was stimulated by 

ideas of inclusive description and scaling in the 

frames of parton and fragmentation models.

As the decade has not yet passed and new 

theoretical ideas have not been developed I'll 

confine myself mainly to giving an account of 

recent developments of approaches mentioned above 

to show to which extent they can accomodate con

tinuously increasing flow of new experimental 

data.

1Г, Statistical and h.ydrodynanu.cal approach

Fjcperimantal data on inclusive spectra at 

high energies have raised interest in statisti

cal and hydrodynamical models during lecent years. 

The point iB that only these modele explain na

turally the exponential damping of transverse 

momenta of produced particles and go away from 

somewhat monotonous plateau picture for rapidity 

d Ldtributions.

An account of these models was given at 

many conferences, So, after short introduction, 

I'll give a review of only those papers, which 

appeared recently.

The basic assumption of statistical appro-
/1 2/ach to multiplo production ■ * ' is that the sub

system produced at hadron collision comes quickly 

to the state of thermodynamical equilibrium due 

to strong interaction. The three stages can be 

dietinguished.

1. Initial stage of mixing and forming of 

highly excited system. 2. Hydrodynamical stage 

of isoentropio expansion. J. Final stage when 

system broaks-up into secondary particles.

To describe completely the evolution of the 

system it is necessary to specify:

1. Energy-momentum conservation. 2. Statisti

cal momentum distribution. 3. State equation.

4. Chemical potential. 5* Initial conditions and 

break-up prescription.

As a pattern to compare with I'll give a 

summary of Landau hydrodynamical model. Energy- 

momentum conservation is given by 

= 0

where

(c+ p) 4 « k - p ^ .

(1)

(2 )

is energy-momentum tensor of ideal relativistic 

fluid, t is density of energy, p  is the pres

sure, U- -four-velocity, $cc~ ' i u  ~  ̂ ‘

Pion momentum distribution is given by Bose 

distribution in an accompanying frame:

i L  A (3)
e~f ' - 1

** v'....
where k: =  V<? " ia ^he energy oi ‘;b e  paricle, 

‘J ia the number of its spin and charge deg

rees of fredom ( j  ?■> for the pi.on), T is
0

the temperature and V" is the volume of the fi

nal state.

State equation is taken in the form



valid for -three-dimensional gas of relativistic 

particles.

Chemical potential is

JU =  0 (5)

So the number of particles is not fixed but have 

to be determined by equilibrium condition (simi

larly to the case of the black-body radiation), 

that is the thermodynamical potential is zero,

£ -T,S' + p  =  0 (6)

( fS is the entropy density). From here one can„ rn 4
easily obtain that I

It i3 assumed that at the initial moment

the hadron system is a disk at rest ( 1Г =0 at
i 1 
t =0) the redius of the disk being ~  — —  and

I нn 'r
its thickness is ~,yj" ' ~p~ t 1*,! 1,1 - pion and

Jr с
nucleon,Blasses, t c -CMS energy). The expansion of 

the system is controlled by eqs. (1.)-(5) and a 

break-up into free particles occurs when tempe

rature becomes of the order of .

The physical consequences of this picture 

are well known. The mean multiplicity increases 

like ^  , the rapidity distribution is well 

approximated by Gaussian exponent,etc.

The following directions of its development 

can be noted:

1) attempts to give a more detailed descrip

tion resembling kinetic approach and closely con

nected with non-linear Lagrangians of the field 

theory; 2)incorporating the information on inter

nal struoture of colliding particles; 3) revision 

of the points 3)-5) mentioned above; 4) detailed 

comparison with experimental data.

In more general kinetic approach'Д . 5 / (lea

ding in some limit to hydrodynamics the Wigner 

distribution function is used:

F fp ,«) > J j ’ t Л  i t j  M  X , > (7)

where ф  are the field operators, averaging is 

performed over in-states end Heisenberg picture 

ie used. Accepting "4;,, to be two-particle states 

and using the relation of (inclusive spectra to

many-particle amplitudes it is easy to see that 

the single-particle inclusive spectrum can be 

expressed in terms of Wigner F -function:

i  uJ (8)
■I’p  (a xf

At the same time, F -function can be shown to 

obey the kinetic-type equations with nonlinear 

term depending on the form of the Lagrangian. In 

some approximation a transition to hydrodynamical 

theory can be demonstrated^/. The connection of 

nonlinear Lagrangians with hydrodynamical theory 

parameters was considered many years ago^^. Now 

it is suggested to establish this connection in 

the frame of kinetic approach where Re&ge-type 

inclusive description can be incorporated to.

Hydrodynamical theory is usually supposed 

to give a "macroscopic description" of the exten

sion process as the density of the matter is too 

strong to say about individual particles. If one 

accepts a hypothesis of pointlike constituents 

of hadrons, then it is possible to g i v e ^ ’®/ a 

treatment of hydrodynamics which suggests that 

just statistical properties of constituents (but 

not dynamics of their interaction) are responsible 

for basic features of the process, such as one- 

particle distributions, for example.

The presence of phase transition is the 

characteristic feature of a statistical approach 

in which the thermodynamical properties of the 

system are expressed through S-matrix of the par

ticles constituting the system'^’1®*'1*'/. The state 

equation is different from (Ч-) in this case and 

has the form ~  at high energies. Similar 

picture, with the presence of phase transition, 

arises when one attempts to use the results of 

field theory models with symmetry breaking in high 

energy physics^/.

Let us note that phenomenological attempts 

to modify the state equation had been undertaken 

earliej/®*1^"16/. in particular the state equation

(9 )



was Investigated with arbitrary constant value 

of . The value of C. was connected with a po

wer of nonlinear Lagrangiar/6/ C? =  - ,
й и  Jti-i _ cfriUn-л. W  у*

for Li, *  ̂  ( &Г ¥) . For this case P ~ 'T ‘T

~ V /e», £  =  E ^ Cc4/(i*e'},
Calculation^*"1̂  of C0 was performed ta

king into aocount a set of known resonances. The

equations used are the following
,• A

where sums are taken over resonances. The results 

are given in Fig.").

FiV / wThe T-dependence of L0 . The upper curve 
was obtained without resonance contribution in
(10), (11). The lower curves are for different 

seta of resonances.

One can see that Cg Lb close to 1/5 at 

high temperature. It is interesting to note that 

comparison with experimental data also suggests 

the same value for С.*’ ia order to obtain

the best agreement between theory and experiment.

Quantitative comparison with experiment 

/1J-15» 17—3*1/ Wj^i be considered below. Here I 

wish only to emphasize that one needs to take a 

special care when selecting a system (or subsys

tem) to apply a statistical treatment^/, it is 

connected mainly with peripheral nature of colli

sions displaying through appearance of leading 

particles whoee treatment is far from being defi

nite in the framee of statistical approach (com

pare'12

At the same time it is the peripheral cha

racter of interactions that underlies fragmenta

tion and multiprripheral models.

III. Fragmentation Models

According to fragmentation models'^2" ^  

the inelastic interaction of two hadrons prooeeds 

through excitation of one or both of them whith 

subsequent decay into many particles. The energy 

and the angular momentum oould be transferred from 

one hadron to another. Other internal quantum 

numbere of an excited system coincide with those 

of its parent hadron.

The formation of two centers of particle 

emission, each of which reminds its primary had

ron, is a distinctive feature of fragmentation 

models.

Not very much work was done on F -models 

since 72-74-Conferences. The reason is that even 

though their particular realizations'^6’ ̂  can 

get a reasonable behaviour of the mean multipli

city

(12)

they predict rather strong fluctuations in indi

vidual events

Here p(M) is the probability of production of 

an excited state of mass M and Hg(Mj Is its 

deoay multiplicity.

The missing mass dependence of the associ

ated multiplicity differs in the experiment from 

the behaviour of (M ).

The above-mentioned as well as some other 

features of the fragmentation model are in favour 

of the opinion that its particular realizations 

oould be if at all, applied for very restricted

Л.Ч..Ч t



energy r e g i o n / o r  Just asymptotically /3®/,

Another feature of F  -models iB the pre

sence of long-range correlations at high energi

es. Evan if one assumes the independent emission 

of clusters with the rapidity plateau within the 

bremsstrahlung m o d e l ^ S - W  long-range cor

relations of nucleons persist. But such a nodal 

is surely quite similar to multiperipheral ones.

The fragmentation ideas combined with reg- 

gion exchange are widely used for the description 

of diffractive dissooiation processes whioh are 

described in Kaidalov's report.

IV. Multiperipheral Scheme

The production of many centers of particle 

emission is a general feature of the multiperip

heral approach^1 ”^3/t j-g follows from the main 

assumption about small transferred momenta. The 

graph representation of the process is shown in 

?ig.2. At large enough energies the multiperiphe-

lig. 2.
The multiperipheral gra;.'.,

ral chain is long and one can use the integral 

equation for total cross sections'^’'"4^  s

6 -  6 (14)

where

вМкк%Л

Tbe function <o is the total crose-aeotion 

of all nonperipheral processes plus interference 

term» of those processes with peripheral опев. 

Therefore, it oan contain the resonance produc

tion and elastic diffraction as well as some 

pert of the inelastic processes.

Similar equations oould be derived^*^ for

inclusive spectra (for example, for FJ - £

=  ^ +1 К ,е 1 + L' s ( f i i

V

P
(16)

where is the single-particle inclusive

spectrum of particles produced in non-peripheral 

processes.

The solution of eq. (16)

^  =  ( И М М е Д Н е ' ! . " М ]  (17>

consists of the sum of contributions from non

peripheral processes (the first term), from the 

fragmentation of colliding hadrons (the second 

end third term ) and from the pionizatjon compo

nent (the last term) - see Fig. 3.

£7)

c, w
+  r

С,

C) d)

Fig.
Inclusive multiperipheral graphs.

Thus the multiperipheral approach (14), (16) 

incorporates the multicomponent structure of ine

lastic processes.

The main advantage of the graphical represen

tation ia both in the clear-cut interpretation of 

inelastic processes and especially in its connec

tion with the main parameters of elastic scatte

ring (as well г.я with tho amplitudes of processes 

3+*• 3 for oingle-partiole inclusive spectra),

The general conclusions of the scheme are 

well known. Those are the Regge behaviour of



elastic scattering amplitude, the logarithm - 

cal increase of the mean multiplicity, scaling 

and plateau in rapidity distributions, short- 

-range correlations,etc.

Strictly speaking all those predictions 

are valid at extremely high energies where eqs. 

(14), (16) can be used, calculations are simpler 

and the theorist1s life is not questioned by 

experimental!sts.

To complete the picture I start from "asym

ptotical results” and then move to the realistic 

models, to the role of conservation laws,etc.

The multiperipheral dynamics of t-channel 

iterations of low-energy interactions produces 

the elastic shadow scattering described by the 

reggeon exchange. Replacing the multiperipheral 

ladder by the reggeon one can use all knowledge 

of the reggeon properties which is available 

from two- and quasitwo-particle processes. It is 

well known^^^/ that the inclusive spectra in the 

fragmentation region for the reaction /4 В  J*C+ X 
are described by the formula

У (18)

( ij is the rapidity, ). The limiting

fragmentation follows from (18) at rf(o) = i  :

h  Ы )  * o p * ) (19)

'•/гup to the terms of the order of Я

Fionization region is characterized by:
, e
Aft

J

i.e.,by the rapidity plateau for о((о )я{ t 

*C - .-V», . r\ts*/t I
J

!)

(21)

up

if the cluster production is taken into acco- 

uat/9J/( Фье kinematical terms are always ne

gative.

Let me note that the rapidity plateau 

is widely used in parton models where a hadron 

develops the parton ladder with the energy of 

each subsequent parton being ~  Я = (jrrtsf times 

smaller than the energy of the preceding one.

From eq. (21) one gets the logarithmical 

increase of mean multiplicity (for =  l  ):

<'H > =  L cl S Z  A u  ■= cl У  +■ Ь  - (22)
G  J d  ̂  (7

Two-particle correlations are given by

r. /„ , , 1  _  I / в  i_

where j3 =  l - u ^ ( o ) ( otj (o) are the Regge- 

trajectories closest to Pomeron ( |5 =0(Г  if 

o/j(о) - Г , i.e. there are short-range cor

relations and jb is small if the Regge-cuts 

close to Pomeron are important)i.e. there is 

no short-range ordering).

The experimental data about total cross 

sections initiated the reggeon scheme with Po- 

тъгоп lying above one'^^ in which the diffe

rent energy behaviour appears for different 

energy intervals. Since just experiment created 

this scheme I consider its predictions concer

ning multiple production processes only in the 

region of energies now available. Its main re

sults are:

1. Total сгоав sections increase with ener

gy like

. a Y
W

(24)

to the terms of the order of Q ^ d u e  to 

non-leading trajectories and of the order of 

0(S to the kinematioal bounds^2/. The

former teres are positive if the P  -residue is 

positive as it follows from the behaviour of total 

cross sections but they could become negative

It reminds of the logarithmioal law because the 

value of Д  is small ( ^  ~  0.0640.08^^).

2. The inclusive distribution develops a 

plateau in the central region with

i- ‘i f  
С

CHi.si -b O i l ) , (25)

!/=c



i.e., scaling ia valid for the function

: i-.'lfe' (but not for l^ / •{U ) and the mean 
.Vy - 6  dtf j

multiplicity

<"n>  й  Y  ■+■ b  <26>

increases logarithmically.

The i  -channel bootstrapping of M -models 

suffers of the problems of ̂ -channel unitar ity 

i.e. the usual question to all of then is how 

the elastic (absorptive corrections) and inelas

tic (multiple ladder creation) rescattering 

influences the final states. This is the so- 

called Regge-cut problem. Another question is 

how the Pomeron is renormalized. Both of then 

are closely connected with the problems of final 

state interaction.

Self-consistency of the scheme and its asym

ptotical predictions have been mainly investi

gated (see, for example,'ад'). The AGK cut rules 

' ^ '  for inclusive distributions aro widely used. 

Simple (but may be simplified) prescriptions 

for calculation of rescattering effects in the 

pionization region can be derived from eilconal 

approximation'-313' where the number of exchanged 

reggeons (ladders) is fixed by the elastic 

scattering phase. (The criterium of its applica

bility is the presence of well separated leading 

particles).

The qualitative effects of rescattering 

are the increase of the dispersion of Multipli

city distribution (in comparison with single- 

ladder results), the growth of the inclusive 

spectra in the central region, the long-range 

correlations,etc. In particular, the mean multi

plicity <" H >  , the dispersion of the multipli

city distribution Oj, , the correlation functi

on , and the normalized two-particle corre

lation function R(pi,pi) are modified in 

eikonal model when compared with the single-lad-
•s. "4 *

der valuee D(i ( !

< H >  = < W 1 >  < И  >  (27)

D n  =  < M >  +  D,n (28)

4 * = < Г « Г >  • +  < Й > 4 - D i  (29)

<50)
where <'tvi> and 7)tV) are the mean number of ine

lastic rescattering processes and the dispersi

on of its distribution. Such corrections c m  

help to fit experimental data starting from 

simplest Poisson distribution for a single lad- 

der'^' aad to account for long-range correlations 

' ^ '  which occur due to averaging over different 

possibilities. This is a typical feature of all 

many-component models and of those cluster models 

where one has to average different processes. One 

can diminish this effect by choosing the proces

ses belonging mainly to the same class (for 

example, the semi-inclusive processes'"'^').

It is well known that reggeon cuts make 

negative contribution to the total cross secti

on, i.e., the interference of different graphs 

plays an important role. In particular, the res

cattering graph shown in Tig. 4 has properties 

similar to the ones of usual multiperipheral

Fig. 4.
The rescattering process .

ladder and, therefore, interferes with it. One 

can try to take into account this interference 

Just in the framework of the multiperipheral 

equation (14). The simplest model'^^' predict* 

that due to the interference the coefficient in 

front of the integral term (1 5 ) should be dimi

nished approximately by 6\ьу / б ^  times, In 

that oase the rescattering processes should not



be considered as contributing to the term 6" , 

This again reminds the m&ny-component models 

where the contributions of different processes 

are determined from experimental data^*^.

The problem of contributions of different 

processes is closely related to the nature of 

exchanges and of blobs in multiperipheral 

graphs. The nature of t-charmel exchange (quan

tum numbers) can be checked in reactions where 

i. is close to the physical pole ( D->^or p~*K, 

etc.)/55а/ or ^  studying the rapidity gaps and 

charge transfer^-^/^

The nature of blobs of multiperipheral 

graphs is important for understanding the mecha

nisms of multiple production and influences tho 

correlation parameters of the processes. There 

exist the schemes with the exchange and the 

production of the whole eet of resonances^6 ’ 

as well as the schemes with pion exchange and 

the production of resonances'^8-60^ or, in addi

tion, of fireballs and elastic diffraction of 

virtual particleв'^,б,,,б2/ without which the 

pion exchange веешэ to be i n a d e q u a t e ' ' ^ / ,  The 

former and the latter versions should differ 

in correlations.

The qualitative estimetes were performed in 

cluster aodels^^*’®3/. The plateau in the rapi

dity distribution of clusters is usually assumed 

and their decay reminds the decay of resonances 

(with a 8 -symbol in multiplicity distribution) 
or that of fireballs (Poisson-llke) . The energy 

and momentum correlation was incorporated in 

an approximate way. The main conclusion is that 

such a model is able to fit experimental data 

if clusters decay on an average in 5~4 particles.

However the influence of energy-momontua 

conservation is rather strong at present energi- 

ea/ 5 ? i 9 V t In partioulat , it can noticeably 

change AGK-rulee and the form of inclusive 

spectra. Therefore all preasymptotic formulae 

should be used cautiously.

Much more reliable and complete calculations 

with the proper treatment oi conservation laws

have been performed for multiporipheral clus

ter modol which considers both the resonances 

and the fireballt/'*3»62' The Monte-

-Oarlo computer program is used. This is the 

only model which io able to provide the comple

te exclusive information about available channels 

of hadron reactions. It can be considered as 

"the theoretical bubble chamber" providing the 

whole set of parameters of all particles inclu

ding neutrals. It .has been successfully compa

red with experimental data at 40,70 and 200 Gev.

V. Constituent Approach

The multiple production models which try 

to explain these processes by considering the 

internal (quark) structure of particles are 

especially appealing. The interrelation with 

deep-inelastic lepton-proton processes^б^ ,^0',, is 

easily established. These models are still not 

so well developed as multiperipheral or statisti

cal ones and provide 1евв quantitative results. 

However they pretend to reveal the internal me

chanism undorlying uiultiple production proces

ses, These models differ mainly by the role 

played by gluons in production reactions.

The simplest of them ie the additive quark 

m o d e l ' ^ w h i c h  doee not take gluons into 

account. It is aseumecf1̂ /  that the multiple pro

duction process can be described by the graph 

ahown in Fig.5. Such a model explains a number

Fig. 5.
The quark graph of tho multiple production 

process.

of typical foatures of multiple production, in 

particular, the KHO-Bcaling/'’-^ (even if thoro

AKWt



is no Feynman scaling) and predicts some inte

resting peculiarities. The decisive predictions 

stem from the fact that the symmetry (forward- 

baclcwerd) system of secondary particles coinci

des with the c.m. of two interacting quarks which 

is not the same, on the average, as the c.m. of 

colliding hadrons for %// and КI/ processes. 

Experiment supports the conclusion about the 

quark-quark symmetry system (see refs./,̂ f,^6/>) 

however the analysis of the asymmetry of indi

vidual -events shows some discrepancy^®^.

This model was used to calculate the rela

tive yields of different particies^^”®0^ '«ith 

the assumptions of SU(6) symmetry and of the sta

tistically independent production and redistri

bution of quarks. Suppressing the production of 

strange quarks (by the factor of л/0.5 compared 

to usual quarks) it was possible to explain 

the observed relative abundance of particles of 

different kind, its energy dependence and its 

magnitude at large transverse momenta.

There exists an alternative approaci/&3ts2/ 

which relates the pionization components to the 

gluon-gluon interaction. All the valence quarks 

remain spectators and go through the interaction 

region to produce the leading particles with the 

flat rapidity spectrum in non-diffractive ine

lastic processes. Such a spectrum is consistent 

with the steeply decreasing spectrum of quarks, 

typical of deep-inelastic lepton-proton proces

ses.

A slightly different role is prescribed to 

gluons if one assumes^8^  that during the colli

sion they are transformed into«j!<£, -pairs which 

enlarge the quark sea. Afterwards the quarks 

from the sea are redistributed and from the fi

nal particles like in the additive-quark ao- 

del/,̂ //. The first attempt of the global quanti

tative description of multiple production has 

been made within Buch a quark model^8 ^  with the 

Monte-Carlo simulation.

The most attractive feature^4’'82*8^  of 

quark models is that they show that the unique 

quark distribution functions in the proton can

explain the main features of electromagnetic, 

weak and strong interactions. Some people ar- 

gue/84/ that the strong quark-quark interaction 

with the low transferred momentum can also exp

lain the universal jet structure of multiple 

production processes at high energies.

VI. Comparison with Experiment

Even though each group of the models consi

dered pretends to describe experimental data, 

however the most extensive quantitative studies

have been performed for the hydrodynamical models
/13,14,20/

with the state equationp«0(2 £ and for

the multiperipheral cluster model^'’' ^ ' 8-’*8®^.

Table I.*)

Experimentally available H-models M-models 
data

I. Total cross sections
II. Multiplicity

1) energy dependence
of < n >  +

2) distribution and its
moments +

3) K N 0-scaling + ( ? )

5) composition +
III.The rapidity speotra

1) pionization region +
2) fragmentation region
3) energy dependence +
4) semi-inclusive dis

tribution
IV. Pt  -spectra

1) low +( )
2) large +(?)
3) semi-inclusive dis

tributions
V. The pair-mass and trans

ferred momenta distribu
tions

VI. Correlations
1) dependence PT on P, +
2) azimuthal 1
3) two-particle rapidity 

correlations
4) many-particle (rapi

dity intervals;
5) charge transfer

VII. Inelastic diffraction

The plus sign means that the good quanti
tative agreement is claimed by the model. The 
minus sign is used in the following cases;

1 . the theory is unable to predict this 
characteristics,

2. the results are unsatisfactory,
3. no calculations were performed.
The additional arguments in favour of the 

plus sign ( ) or against the obtained results
(?) are marked in brackets.

+(?) 
+ (?) 
+
-(?)

+(?)

t(?)

+

t(?)

+

+ (?) 

+

+

+
+(?)



Therefore I have chosen these two models which 

differ strongly in their assumption and methods 

to compare them and to show how man? experimen

tal distributions are described by them (see 

Table I), The main conlcusion that follows at 

first glance from the Table is that up to ISR 

energies the inclusive distributions во not se

parate definitely the two models. (The latest 

data about the pionization spectrum ia ISR re

gion can be more conclusive). I will discuss 

mainly those features which can not be easily 

explained or are most sensitive to the mechanisms 

of multiple production. I опил any successes 

of the theoretical schemes.

1. Total Сговв Sections

This is the simplest and most precisely 

known quantity but it is the one which always 

enforces the theory to change its parameters. 

H-models do not pretend to calculate total cross 

sections. M-models use experimental data about 

the energy behaviour of total cross sections 

to get some knowledge about the leading trajec

tory (and about the ones nearest to it) and to 

choose some parameters of multiple production 

models.

For example, the energy behaviour (24) in 

preasymptotical region is determined in reggeon 

scheme by the parameter Д  the value of which

0.06-0.08 is chosen according to ISR data. The 

asymptotical behaviour is governed by the law 

( r l$  where |j? is not definitely established 

but is rather s o all'^'.

The properties of P and P  -trajectories 

help in choosing the parameters of the multiperi

pheral cluster model'4^*®^'.

Eikonal models provide a variety of asymp

totical regimes according to the nature of ex

changed particles'®8' from the constancy С '~6*v/ 

to the Froissart behaviour ( ~ S ).

С -models predict only the ratios of the 

cross sections for different initial particles. 

For example, the additive quark model predicts

£pp jCj-p >! %  '72' (the experimental va

lue is ~  э/Й ).

In conclusion, experiment out not the 

theory is leading here.

2. Inclusive Single-Particle Spectra

Let me show in the beginning how nicely 

the rapidity distributions can be fitted in 

controversial models (see Fig. 6a for H-models 

and Fig, 6b for M-models).

Fig. 6.
The rapidity distributions

a) H-model'1^' (points are experiaental ones, 
curves are theoretical ones)

b) M-model'^' (dote are the theoretical results).

Now I am coming to an interesting problem 

which is imposed on the theory by experimental 

r e s u l t s ' ^ '  about the large increase of inclusive 

spectra at X  **0 in the energy region from 

У/S’“ 2-3 to 63 GeV (about 40% for pions). It 

is demonstrated by Fig. 2 in '90/^

For H-modele where soaling is violated

( < И >  ) the growth is rather large even
я Чч

though it does not seem very unnatural 

changes just by 40%). Statistical formulae simi

lar to (3) explained rather well the yields of 

secondary particles Л]K / p /24,25,28/^ ^  /28/^

i■/, H i 3 /24,25/^ They predicted the larger increa

se of the heavier particle production'2**’’2^'

(for example, <  H p >  < Kl^> ~  that should

be compared with ISR data'^' 1,4 ^ 1 ,4  ).

The increase of the pionization component

Л.Ч-Ю



at X i t  imposes extremely severe restrictions 

on all attempts to revive F -models In this 

region.

In the reggeon interpretation of M-models 

one can attempt to use the formulae (21), (25)

. . . f i - d -  (31 a)
J L:d£. .-v j $  4

C I - £ -  С31Ъ>

depending on whether one attributes the main 

role to cluster density increase/1̂ /  or to 

kinematical effects/-’2/' In both the cases the 

correction terms seem to be too high ((У&.2, 

j- 5s У ) to be naturally accepted. The break 

of the curves in Ferbel plot is easily seen.

A possible explanation of this effect both, 

by the increase ot the number of nultiperipheral 

ladders and by the strong restrictions imposed 

by conservation laws (of the t y p e ^ ' 1') would 

mean that the simplest reggeon approach fails 

and one should use large corrections. The growth 

of the heavy particle production imposes some 

problems on the multiplicative production of 

ladders which reduces the increase of heavy 

particle contribution because the whole process 

becomes to split into processes with lower ener

gies.

In cluster models with rather wide distri

bution of cluster masses (i.e.«different from 

resonances) the increase of inclusive spectra 

can appear if scaling is violated within the 

cluster,i.e.,the product of the mean multipli

city within, the cluster К  on its production 

cross section increases/**^/, Sometimes the nac- 

leon-antinucleon clusters are blamed for such 

an increase of inclusive spectre/^2/, -jbere are 

also some phenomenological proposals of new 

scalings for semi-inclusive/8^ /  and inclusive 

/8?Ь/ Bpeo^ra leading to some increase of ̂ j r j  

(the variables axe ( < u > X  or (p , y ' < ),

The experiment shows that neither of the 

theoretioal conditions for early scaling is va

lid. The conditions are usually formulated as 

the requirements for some groups of particles

to have exotic quantum numbers ( A ft, AC 

от AhC ) or for the system f\ Тг (T to 
be non-exotic/^/,

The transverse momentum distribution is

Ш  -  ^ 0 ( V T1 t32>
j ^ .г

where - l рт +,n , describes well with one 

and the same temperature T experimental data 

on ̂  K, p  /24,25,28/ ̂ Qt r  /27/ in ji-modeis 

for which such a behaviour is quite natural 

(see eq. (3)). One can notice even a slight dif

ference from Boltzmann distribution (32) due to 

more correct Bose-Einetein statistics/28/. It is 

important also for the theoretical calculations 

of the density of states in relativistic ideal 

gas in application to H-models/^/. The mean 

transverse momentum is limited by the temperature 

T but can increase slightly 

still higher energies/6 *2^ .

At present the field theory and graph (mul

tiperipheral) models can not explain such a be

haviour of transverse momenta without additional 

ad hoc form factors. Nevertheless, the form 

factors chosen reasonably could supply us with 

the fite of experiment/^’ which do not 

look worse than the previous ones.

In the large transverse momentum region 

the most popular ones are С -models (see rappor

teur's talk of Darriulat). But H-models also 

pretend to explain the speotrum behaviour in 

P"T / 28,30,31/ j_ts anergy dependence and the 

increasing role of heavier particles/20/ by the 

leakage of particles at the earlier stage of the 

system development. Some additional information 

about this stage could be obtained from spectra 

of photons and leptons/^/.

The simple resonance ladder in M-models 

contradicts the experiment because it predicts 

the decrease of associated aultiplicity at 

higher Pf /56/, Therefore, If one wants to pre

serve the multiperipheral approach one should 

consider creation of heavier clusters/^»^/

AIM I



in the nv.tltiperipb.4riU traoh. For understanding 

the mechanisms of iMltiple production it is im- 

port4nt to know how many rnsonances are produced 

on nn averacje in each event. However, experimen

tal data are not precise enough (for example 

the percentage of pions from resonance decay 

in estiffiated from 20 to 70% /97-100,81/^ Т110 

experiments in which the leptons from the reso

nance decay are detected could, in principle, 

clear up the situation. The qualitative pre

dicts of the models are as follows. There are 

many resonances in multiperipheral resonance 

ladders/'’6 ’'’1'’/ , they produce a pronounced effect 

in multiperipheral fireball model^4^’8^  but 

few resonances are produced in some versious 

of quark model^®0^ .

3. Correlations and Clusters

The separation of dynamical correlations 

from purely kinematical ones (due to the energy- 

momentum conservation) is a d Iffioult task. The 

widely used functions С ^ ^ a n d  

whose maxima at X =0 support the short-range 

order models with cluster production are not ve

ry informative. The semi-inclusive correlations 

Сщ and start from different levej.3 for 

each И and interfere strongly when combined into 

inclusive functions C- and R . Nevertheless, 

taking into account these effects it is possible 

to show that the main conclusion about short- 

range ordering persists^’'01 *102/. Approximately,

2 -pj charged paxticles are attributed to each 

cluster from such a method in independent cluster 

emission models/68’10^’104'/. The similar values 

are obtnined from the rapidity gap distribu

t i o n ^ 0^ ’ ’l06/, rt is easy to show that for inde

pendent emission of clusters decaying Into К 

pnrticlns and distributed along the rapidity

o.Tis vitli the constant density 0 the rapidity 

gaps Лу follow the laws/-106’10?/ :

W/V/rfy ~ 6*р[-0Х-Лд] at small Д  ̂  , (33)

d/if/dij- ~  C Xf)[- 0 Ay] at large Ay (34)

Formulae (33), (34) compared with the experi

mental curves give the above conclusions. Ho

wever, there was a criticism of such estimati

ons and twice as large values of К were obta

ined from the fluctuation analysis^1

Inclusive distributions of rapidity gaps 

are not very sensitive to the mechanism of mul

tiple production^62’ an<j are strongly corre

lated with the mean multiplicity. The more ef

fective way is to investigate the semiinclusive

distributions of rapidity intervals/62’10''’’10^* 
110/' which are determined as intervals between 

two particles which contain some other particles 

inside the interval i.e.,

% ,

(at i C - O  ; г  h < j  ) ,  where i  are numbers
of particles along the rapidity axis and К is the 
number of particles inside the interval.

These distributions have maxima, moving 

to lower values of interval length when the role 

of clusters increases (Fig. 7 ). The calcu

lations have shown that the most sensitive ones 

are the distributions with К of the order of 

Y\jl ( И is the multiplicity of an event). The

comparison with experiment^62’1 1 "1 / wag 

and these distributions helped to distinguish 

between the two versions of the multloluster mo

del both of which explained successfully other 

experimental data.

Let me stress that when studying intervals

fag. R we learn something about many-particle

correlations and this way is much simpler than 

the many-dimensional generalization of functions 

C- and H .

The correlations between the produced 

clusters and exchanged links could be studied 

by the rapidity interval method joined with the 

charge transfer^112’11^ .  Connection between 

correlation functions for the processes initia

ted by different projectiles can be sometimes 

established using isotopio invariance^11^ .  The 

function С can be revived if considered as а



„/110/
Fig. 7.

The rapidity interval distributions'
I - independent particle production; XI - inde
pendent cluster production.

function of mass of pair of particles (see Fig. 

in'68/).

In conclusion , we should deal with the 

clusterisation phenomenon. If there is anything 

dynamical besides resonances in the notion of 

clusters it should be further studied, I'd like 

to argue in favour of the point of view that 

some heavier correlated groups of pions are 

created: 1 . the correlated groups contain on 

an average at least 2-*3 charged particles (for 

resonances the value 2 is an absolute limit 

and the value 1 , 3-» 1 .5  is the most probable 

one), 2. the effective mass of the group varies 

from 1.5 to 3 GeV which is higher than all pro

minent boson resonance masees, 3. the charged 

multiplicity of the cluster decay К  increases 

with И  for i.e., the multiplicity distri

bution for a cluster is not described by S' -

function'/ 101/ (fig. 8), 4. the slope of the

logarithfflical increase of the mean multiplicity 

is too small for the schemes with resonance pro

duction, 5. the strong increase of inclusive 

production of К  and p at ISR-energies favours 

cluster interpretation.

Qualitatively this point of view ia suppor

ted also by the scaling violation at X * 0 , the 

belated increase of total cross sectione, the

high p T behaviour.

How I'd like to make the goneral comment 

on the comparison of models with experiment. At

ir (■
u

A i 1 
i  b-ptrt.

§
2 -parfic/e resori.

I'ig. S.

The value of { < ^ as a func
tion of at energies \[§ =23*63 Gev'10^ .
The levels for the deoay of 2- and 3-particle
resonances are shown ( C -like and oJ -like ones).

0

present we witness the "multiple model produc
tion”. Any serious model should pass through 
the complete quantitative comparison with expe

riment. It implies the huge amount of numerical 

Monte-Carlo calculations'^> 62 »83,85,86,11 5/ 

with some analytical estimates. Sometimes such 

a widespread comparison is decisive because 

a model can reproduce some data and fails at 

other points. It was demonstrated in analysis 

of multiperipheral cluster models'43,62,85,86,115/ 

and of quark models'®^. We should also propose 

the criteria to kill models.

Ноге I tried to discuss those experimental 

facts and theoretical methods of analysis which 

discriminate different models and help to choose 

the most promising objects for the further in

vestigation.

VII. Space-Time Picture

The spaoe-time description of the process 

could be useful for studying the multiple pro

duction. The naive geometrical consideration 

leads to the Lorentz-contracted disk and to impact 

larger multiplicities at smaller parameter b  • 

Vice versa, for the simplest multiperipheral 

ladder one gets the larger multiplicity for 

the longer ladder.

Л/М.Ч



It is possible to distinguish two pictures in 

the experiiannt.

Tho effective transverse distance 

( ^  ) typical of the whole set of ine

lastic processes is determined from the elastic 

differential cross sections applying the uni

tarity condition (fig.9). Most peripheral ones

are the diffraction dissociation processes 

/116-119/

Fig- 9.

The impact parameter structure of total cross 
section and of inelastic diffraction processes

S u 

it is possible to estimate the lower li

mit of the values of b ^  for any exclusive 

channel according to the formula/"*2®-"122/ :
■ г

(56)

where K4 p - are the momenta of produced and 

colliding particles.

The results obtained are: 1) bj_ decrea

ses 3+4 times when the multiplicity increases 

from 4 to 9. i.e., the multiplicity i3 higher 

for central interactions, 2) at fixed multipli

city ^  slowly increases with energy, 3) bL is 

larger for inelastic diffraction, 4) bj_ is smal

ler for tho strangeness or baryon number exchan

ge processes.

Therefore in such interpretation these 

result supports the nnive geometrioal pioture 

rather than the multiperipheral Brownian motion 

in the transverse plane. It may he related to 

the fact that multiperiphoral logarithms are 

in general much smaller than residues' contri

butions. The rofinement of eg. (36) is sugges

ted in/122/.

The problem of understanding the effective 

longitudinal distances is more complicated.

Whan dealing with H-models one uses explicitly 

a geometrical picture of Lorentz-contracted and 

expanding volume/"*""^’12^/. Contracted volume 

appears aleo in cylindrical phase space picture 

(uncorrelated jets)/12^/.

At the same time effective longitudinal 

size and time duration determined by dependence 

on four momentum squared of incoming partic- 

1 0/ 125/ app0ars to be large for electroproduc

tion amplitude/"126/, i  Long time interao-
<»

tion can be realized in multiperipheral parton 

picture with interacting slow partons. In this 

picture the time of formation of parton ladder

/125b,127a/ iB of 0P(jer 0£ £  whereas
/fl

at a fixed moment hadron consists of the outer

shell, whose form is close to the sphere

(slow parton) and internal contracted shells

(fast partons), the transversal size being of

the order of Y R ^ d ’& E  at large £  S .

The similar picture of long time forma

tion of a "dressed state" was studied earlier 

in electrodynamics/"'^0/ and it was exploited 

for interpretation of hadron-nucleus interac

t ions/^1 »1 52/.

Let me note that there exists a proposal

to consider a hadron as a parton state of length
/127Ъ/

m-

Л method of studying the space-time region 

is proposed and used xn the experiment/12®/. It 

exploits the second order interference effects 

(similar to the Kunberry-Brown, Twiss method 

in astronomy). The experimental results/1 

R i fa and ( 2Г^(о.440.7) fm do not con

tradict what was expected. However the interpre

tation of the value of 'f and restrictions im

posed by the smallness of the relative momentum 

of two detected ptons need further study.

In conclusion, the problem of the space- 

-time description is far from being solved and

\:>-u



must be discussed. Our main hope is to use 

the hadron-nucleus collisions to clear it 

up/131,l32/.

VIII. Kxtremely High Energies

What can we say about mechanisms of multi

ple production at still higher energies?

The region of 1014 Ю 1^ eV is often

thought of as a region where some new phenomena 

may appear. Which facts from the cosaic ray 

studies are knawa?

1. Total cross sections increase slowly 

(if at all) with, energy (Fig. 10).

Pig.10.
The energy dependence of total cross sections 
at very high energies.

2. The mean multiplicity increases, probably, 

faster than logarithmically (Fig. 11).

The energy behaviour of the mean multiplicity 
of charged secondaries.

Let me note that at present there is no 

theoretical scheme which predicts the logarith

mic behaviour of total cross sections (but not 
) 1ill >S ) and the strong power inorease of mean

Multiplicity (with the high enough power ).

5. Scaling for^r is, probably, vio

lated in the pionization region/1^ / # д д the 

calculation shows/13 3 V  the data of the experi

ment "Pamir" in the energy region 10+10^ TaV 

could be fitted best of all if the inclusive 

distribution t вша11 I */ increases 

while it decreases in the fragmentation region. 

It coincides with the trends observed at ISR.
ЛП

4. At energies about 10 eV the absor

ption of the hadronic component of air showers 

starts decreasing/1 34-137/. j-j ^  LS interpre

ted as the creation of a new highly penetrating 

component than it should contribute about 25% 

of hadronic component at energies above 100 TeV.

5. The energy shared in electron-photon 

component increases compared with the energy 

of hadronic component in the center of air 

shower from 0.8 to ~  1.5 in the energy inter

val 40-300 TeV. These results were interpre

ted/1^*-1^ /  as a consequence of production of 

some new particles with their subsequent decay 

into electrons and photons or as a possible 

associative production of new particles with 

leptons and photons.

6. There exist some exotic events. The 

most interesting ones are the events with the 

production of the large number of particles in 

the narrow rapidity interval which have been 

interpreted as the production of very heavy
О

clusters with masses up to 25 GeV/c or as very 

large py -events/1^®/.

I would mention that the clusters with
2

masses 3-4 GeV/c were discussed in cosmic ray 

physics long ago /139/4

And, finally, we may hope that the energy 
14region above 10 eV will persuade us to change 

our opinion about mechanisms of multiparticle 

production. The colliding beams J * t T e V 2 would 

just enter into this region.

IX. Conclusions and Perspectives

The experimental data about the increase



of total and inclusive oroas sections, the 

behaviour of the mean multiplicity and corre

lations at high energies provide a very inte

resting clue for further development of multiple 

production theory. Thus I hope that the next 

Conference will be more definite about the 

validity of some models.

Now X would like to discuss how the multi

ple production studies are connected with other 

problems arising in the neighbouring fields of 

particle physics.

Surely the interesting relationship is 

provided by С -models because they are intimately 

connected with the internal structure of partic

les. It would be valuable to understand which 

features of the internal structure are related 

to the cluster production. Probably, the clusters 

could result from the non-linear theory of par

ticles and their interactions in a way similar 

to the transformation of two quantum solitons 

in Yl solitons (or two bags into /I 
The problem of kinetics of such solitons is 

related to the speculations about the so-called 

young particles'1'’0'.

Dynamical description in terms of non-li

near Lagrangians is connected with the transport 

theory and further with the statistical and 

hydrodynamical approaches. As we have seen one 

can derive here the form of inclusive spectra 

and therefore find some correspondence with the 

reggeon approach to inclusive processes.

By itself the problem of the connection 

between statistical and dynamical approaches to 

multiparticle production is a part of more gene

ral question of how dynamics transforms in sta

tistics'1^’1', Surely the observation of statis

tical behaviour in inelastic processes would be 

invaluable for particle models.

Non-linear effects can appear in a way si

milar to that of superconductivity. The stute 

equation of hadronic matter can be very compli

cated, For instance, such state equations which 

give rise to phase transitions in hadronic mat

ter, to its superfluid properties,etc., were 

already exploited. The problem of state equa

tion of hadronic matter is important not only 

for understanding the hadron-hadron and hadron- 

nucleus collisions at high energies but it 

plays a noticeable role in cosmological studies.

In conclusion I would like to say the 

situation with our understanding of multiparticle 

production is far friam being clear. The capital 

letters of the reviewed models form the phrase: 

"Multiple Production Has Curiour Features".

Still much time is needed to make all of 

them clear and predictable.
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